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Well, it’s not 
quite the whole story…



What about smart charging?
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right…



How do customers respond?

Blue line shows no 
ToU incentive, while 
orange and green 
are with ToU
incentive

Number of days 
when management 
needed fell from 
80% to 0%



How do customers respond?

Customer satisfaction actually increased!
Critical to make it simple!
Customers interacted via an app to optimise
for cost or charge time.



So if this is all possible with ToU tariff 
(retailer-led) then the DNSP doesn’t 
need to worry at all? 

No, but it is a more manageable 
problem…
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When is augmentation or 
some other measure needed? 

New tools can help…







So are networks ready? 



Not quite yet, but what’s needed to make them ready?

Stakeholder engagement

Standardisation of 
smart charging

Increased network visibility 
via monitoring and modelling



Thank you
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